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May one pray over the Internet? Constitute a minyan over the Internet? Through e-mail, in chat rooms,
only with a real-time audio or video connection? Is this permissible in telephone or video conferences? If it is
not now permissible, is there some foreseeable technological advance that would make it so?
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At the time of the Camp David accords, there was a joke making the rounds that then President Carter
divulged to his partners at Camp David that he had had a special phone line installed, long distance, directly to
God. They consulted with God throughout the deliberations, running up quite a bill. Despite the expense,
President Sadat of Egypt immediately installed such a phone at his office in Cairo, and he, too, regularly used
the connection. On one occasion, complaining to Israel’s Prime Minister about the high cost of the service,
Begin responded: “Oh, I just use my desk phone, and it doesn’t cost me anything.” “How is that possible?,”
fumed Sadat. Said Begin, “From here it’s a local call.”
Now God, by divine nature, does not need our ingenuity of wire or wave in order to hear our prayers.
But in order for us to get together for prayer, which is an essential requirement of Jewish communal prayer, we
might wish to consider technological solutions. Particularly for Jews in far-flung communities, where a minyan
is not possible, could virtual assembly serve the purpose of allowing communal prayer? Clearly, there is unlikely to be an unequivocal ruling on this question in our ancient sources; these technological developments
were largely undreamed of even earlier in our own generation. We need to seek precedents that will establish
principles which can guide our inference and extrapolation to present realities and beyond.
What Constitutes a Minyan
The guiding precedent in the matter of constituting a minyan is found in Shulkhan Arukh, Orah Hayim
55. The text considers several cases, standing us in good stead to extrapolate the operant principles. I cite the
relevant numbers in full:
in  j,pv lu,c snugvu /ovng .wwau sjt ouenc vragv kf uhvha lhrm [dh
.ujku ,ksv hcug ka ,hnhbp vpa ouenc ,ksv rduxaf ubhhvs .ujku ;dtv
/.ujkf
_________________________________________________________________________________
The Committee on Jewish Law and Standards of the Rabbinical Assembly provides guidance in matters of halakhah for the
Conservative movement. The individual rabbi, however, is the authority for the interpretation and application of all
matters of halakhah.

ukhpt ,unue vnf vucd ukhpt iukj ovhbhcu ,xbfv ,hc hrujt snuga hn [sh
ihdd :vdv /vragk ovng ;rymn  oan ohbp ovk vtrnu gcrt cjr ubht
/;rymn ubht ovhkg snugvu ,hc kkfc ibht ,uhkgu
/iprmn tuv  j,pv lu, .wwau .ujc i,menu ohbpc i,men ot [uy
/ihprymn obht  vrzgc o,meu ,xbfv ,hcc vragv ,me ot [jh
13] The ten (who constitute the minyan) must be in one place and the leader with
them. If one stands in the doorway — from the threshold and outward, that is, were
the door closed, from the point where the interior face of the door rests and outward
is treated as outside.
14] If a person is standing outside the synagogue and there is a window, even if it is
several stories high and smaller than four cubits [six feet] wide, if he shows his face (in
the window) he may be counted. Note: Roofs and upper floors are not considered to
be in the house. One who stands there is not counted.
15] If a few of them (vi. the potential minyan) are inside and a few are outside, and the
leader is positioned in the entrance — he connects them (to form one minyan).
18] If part of the ten were in the synagogue and part were in the courtyard — they do
not connect (to form a minyan).
What constitutes the same place?
Clearly the model that the sages had in mind was a physical model of place. May we extend that notion
into hyper-space?
Paragraph numbers 13 and 14 derive from Mishnah Pesahim 7.12 and the relevant gemara. The
Mishnah concerns the eating of the Pesah, which, by Biblical mandate, may only be eaten “in one house” (Ex.
12.46). The Mishnah defines the parameters of “one house” in clearly physical terms, considering the door and
window spaces. In the gemara, on page 85b, Rav Yehudah states in Rav’s name, without challenge — vkhp,k
ifu — “The same is true for prayer”. The analogy is telling. The eating of the Pesah demands real physical
proximity. No foreseeable technology would allow people distant from one another to share the sacrifice. It is
thus clear to me that “one house” in the Biblical verse needs to be taken physically. Whereas that might not be
obvious with regard to prayer, the dictum of Rav establishes the equation. We are led to conclude, tentatively,
that no Internet minyan is permissible.
Countervailing Sources
A. Mishnah Rosh Hashanah 3.7 reports the following:
kue gnau ,xbfv ,hck lunx u,hc vhva ut ,xbfv ,hc hrujt rcug vhva hn
/tmh tk  utk otu tmh  uck iuuf ot  vkhdn kue ut rpua
A person passing by a synagogue, or one whose house was adjacent to a synagogue,
who heard the sound of the shofar or of the Megillah — if he was attentive — he
fulfilled (the requirement), and if not — he did not.
This law predicates fulfilling one’s obligation on hearing alone, plus proper concentration. It is codified in
Shulkhan Arukh, Orah Hayim 589.9.
This precedent might lead to extending the notion of minyan, if not to keyboard connections, such as email and chat rooms, at least to connections with a real time voice component. This would require, however,
that we are able to neutralize Rav’s dictum that the physical attributes associated with the Pesah sacrifice are to

be applied to prayer.
This issue was considered and settled by three Tosafot on Pesahim 85b, beginning vkhp,k ifu, on
Eruvin 92b, on a related sugya, beginning vkusdc vga,, and on Sotah 38a and 39b, beginning htn vmhjn.
Rav’s view, though unchallenged, is found, in Pesahim, to be inconsistent with the view of R. Yehoshua ben
Levi that God recognizes no partitions. In Pesahim and Eruvin, in the name of Rabbenu Yitzhak, the Tosafot
establish a tripartite split in the legal materials. With regard to counting in the minyan, they argue, both Rav and
R. Yehoshua ben Levi agree that one must be in the same place. With regard to fulfilling personal obligations
that do not require a quorum both agree that one may fulfill an obligation as long as one hears and attends to the
relevant sound. Their disagreement, according to Rabbenu Yitzhak, is exclusively with regard to hearing those
prayers that require a minyan. Rav would hold that one outside is not part of the quorum, and therefore may not
respond. R. Yehoshua ben Levi would disagree. If a proper quorum has been constituted, thereafter anyone
who hears may answer. With regard to that limited uncertainty, the Tosafot in Sotah rules that the law is in
accordance with R. Yehoshua ben Levi in that matter, and that position appears codified before us, as paragraph number 20 in Orah Hayim 55.1 Thus one location remains the rule for constituting a minyan. Once a
minyan is in existence, however, even one who is not in the minyan, but simply overhears, may respond and
fulfill obligations thereby.
B. About zimmun, the invitation to three or more to a common Grace After Meals, the Talmud reports that the
connection of sight allows counting in the quorum. Mishnah Berakhot 7.5 is explicit.
hrv ukt ,t ukt ihtur i,mena inzc  sjt ,hcc ,ukfut uhva ,urucj h,a
/iunhzk ihprymn ukt
If two groups are eating in one house — if some in each party are able to see one
another, they are connected for the purpose of zimmun.
Still, an aural connection is presupposed, for how else can one answer to zimmun. A connection of sound is
also reported on Berakhot 45b:
 euak ovn sjt tmhu ,jtf ukfta vaka :cr rnt ;xuh rc hnhs cr rnt
/hbgu vhk hres tuvu :hhct rnt /uhkg ihbnznu uk ihtrue
Rav Dimi bar Yosef cites Rav who says: If three ate together and one went to the
market — they call him and count him in zimmun. Says Abaye: Only if they called and
he answered.
Both are codified in Shulkhan Arukh, Orah Hayim 194-95.
However, these precedents do not appear to be relevant. The Talmud on Berakhot 45b continues
explicitly:
rnf t,fkvu ///h,hhbs sg vragc kct vakac tkt irnt tku :tryuz rn rnt
jrut utk vragn rhmc ohna oa hrufstk hgcs iuhf ?tngy htn /tryuz
/tgrt
Mar Zutra says: This only applies to three, but as regards ten, they must come... The
law follows Mar Zutra. What is the reason? Since they wish to mention God’s name,
less than ten would not be acceptable.

When it comes to a minyan, the precedents continue to point to a requirement of a single physical place, leaving
an Internet minyan insufficient.2 Responding to a minyan over the Internet or other teleconferencing, however,
is perhaps possible.
Several Philosophical Considerations
When forced to consider the issue broadly, outside of the narrow halakhic box, I come to a similar
conclusion. Some speculation is in order: When the rabbis moved to require a quorum for communal public
prayers and banned response absent a quorum, it seems that they were opting to force the community to come
together, whereas otherwise, if one could fulfill all obligations alone, they feared that public communal structures would not develop. They extolled the public praise of God.3 But they faced a quandary, in that sometimes
a quorum would be impossible, and they did not wish to exempt any individual of the full complement of his
obligations.4 They settled upon the format with which we are familiar. It is possible for any individual to fulfill his
or her obligations by reciting the Shema and its blessings, but Barekhu would be reserved for the public. It is
possible for any individual to fulfill his or her obligations by reciting the Grace After Meals, but a special formula
of introduction would be reserved for the public. Now, one might well ask, what possible harm could attend
reciting God’s praises alone — whichever ones they be. Yet the sages required a quorum for key prayers,
precisely to draw the community together.
What constitutes that togetherness? The halakhah as written seems to demand that that togetherness
be physical, tactile, an extension of the need for one party to eat the Pesah. But I could well imagine a definition
of ‘togetherness’ that was only auditory or visual. Indeed, the technology to cast our auditory and visual imprint
far and wide did not exist in the reality that faced the Rabbis. Is it possible to imagine community based only on
remote contact? People might well answer that question differently, and on a fundamental level, whether to go
beyond the book halakhah or not will be predicated on one’s answer to that question. Some, indeed, recommend that futuristic outlook. But I find myself taken by the traditional response, that true community demands
proximity of place. One’s words can offer comfort, the sight of one’s face or the sound of one’s voice can offer
support, but they do not replace a hand on a shoulder or the stroke of one’s hair, or a hug — though these may
be silent. Imagine the deaf and the blind. They are not cut off from affection. But the baby who cannot be
touched, the prisoner in isolation, these are ultimately alone.5 I am not at all convinced that any definition of
community short of proximity serves, properly, the purpose for which quorum was established.
I had several other speculations in this regard, each of them leading from very different premises to the
same conclusion. It is normative to bury texts which include God’s name. Yet it is becoming normative to rule
that electronic representations of God’s name on a computer screen are ephemeral, and may be erased.6 Is
not an electronic image, then, unreal? By what imagining do we claim it real enough to count in minyan? And if
we were to argue that a real, tangible object lies at the heart of a teleconference or Internet transmission, that
that distinguishes it from a God-name generated wholly electronically, then I must ask, if one were to scan a
God-name from a page in a book into our computer file, would it then gain the protection accorded the real
object? How are we to protect a computer byte? And, is it not contrary to the standard laws of physics to
claim the same object simultaneously at two different points in space, the real object at home and the realimage counting in a minyan across the globe? Could a person be counted simultaneously in two different
minyanim both at home and abroad?7 Have we not added a level of complexity that is counter-intuitive at the
most fundamental level?
Or this — which, more than anything else, convinced me that Net-minyan was not possible. If a person
were impure, and, with clear intention and foreknowledge, allowed himself to be brought up electronically
within the precincts of a renewed Temple, is he guilty of impure trespass on holy ground and responsible to
bring a sacrifice? The example seems silly, extreme. But if he were counted in a minyan there on the Temple
mount under the theory that his presence was felt there, why would he not be? To answer that electronic image
is to be counted for purposes of minyan, but not for purposes of Temple impurities nor for purposes of defacing

God’s name — is in fact possible. We could claim that electronic image does not rise to the level of real
existence d’oraita — as far as Biblical norms are concerned, but that it does so d’rabbanan — in rabbinic
matters such as prayer. But Rav’s dictum equating prayer to Pesah bridges that divide, and intuition leads me
to reject that as well.
The Real Problem — Restated
The essential dilemma that might cause us to wish to allow Internet minyanim has an altogether other
solution. The problem is that some individual Jews, far from an organized community, would wish, or need at
times, to participate in communal prayers. For that, we need not offer to count them in the minyan at all, but
only to allow them to participate. This solution grows from Tosafot’s solution of the disagreement between Rav
and R. Yehoshua ben Levi. The conclusion, there, was that Rav’s dictum maintaining that the rules of the
quorum require real physical proximity are true of constituting the quorum, but that once a duly constituted
quorum is formed, anyone may respond to its prayers. At issue, then, is not whether one may constitute a
quorum over the Internet — one may not; but whether one may respond and fulfill one’s obligations from
outside the quorum site, if one has heard the prayer of the minyan. Here, the precedents suggest that one may,
indeed, do so. Thus, a person needing to hear the Megillah but unable to read it alone and unable to attend a
minyan might hook up by telephone or modem to a site which is holding a minyan and fulfill their obligations
thereby.
I referred to it before, but it bears quoting in full. The very section of Shulkhan Arukh that provided
essential guidance with regard to the limitations of constituting the minyan goes on to say:
ovng ubhta hn ukhpt  vauseu ahse ohrnutu sjt ouenc vrag uhv [f
/owwufg ut ;ubhy ehxpn tvh tka lhrma ohrnut ahu /,ubgk kufh
20] If ten people were in one place and were reciting Kaddish and Kedushah — even
if one were not with them, he may answer. There are those who say that there cannot
be any filth or appurtenances of idolatry separating them.
With an Internet or telephone connection, it is safe to dispense with any concern about the intervening space,
for the sound does not travel freely through the space, but is contained in wires that do not interact with their
surroundings. Even cellular telephone connections, which propagate through waves as did the sound considered in the case before us, are sent in a scrambled signal that is inaudible to the human ear and are intended only
to be unscrambled by the specific receiver for which they are intended. Unlike sound waves, that were audible
to the human ear at the place where filth interposed, these signals are carried in the form of electromagnetic
waves and cannot be said to interact at all with the biological structures in the environment prior to their arrival
and retranslation at their destination. Moreover, this concern for the intervening space is the stringency of only
some.
As a matter of policy, should we allow this? To allow accessing of the minyan from remote locations,
even though some minyan must yet convene, is to reduce the need of individuals to go out of their way to attend
the minyan. Jan Urbach, a rabbinical student and attorney, asked whether busy attorneys who are currently
making time for attendance at minyan will not be seduced into the easier route of connecting by video wall to
their minyan? Indeed, some threat of such a phenomenon is present, but to rule against this distance rule would
also be a hardship with regard to shut-ins and nursing-home patients for whom we would want to be able to
offer distant connections to functioning services. Though no halakhic conclusions follow therefrom, at a conference in New Jersey on March 22, 1998, R. Saul Berman argued that the origin of the synagogue service may
well have been in the Maamadot services described in Mishnah Taanit, chapter 4. The question was how a
distant individual could participate in the sacrificial service that was being offered for him in Jerusalem. The
solution was to set up delegations of Kohanim from outlying towns who were represented at the Temple

service in Jerusalem while, simultaneously, the townsfolk gathered to pray in their various towns, thus partaking
vicariously in the goings on in Jerusalem — a clever construct. One cannot help but wonder what arrangement
would have been made had our current technology for distant connection been available.
The crux of the matter lies here. We have not permitted convening a minyan via long-distance connection. Will even the lesser technology of long distance audio connection threaten the drawing power of our
synagogues? While much that is in modern culture does indeed compete with our synagogues for the attention
of our members, it is hard to imagine that as a large scale phenomenon our members will stay home from
synagogue and connect to it via computer.8 It is the social aspect of the service which will remain our greatest
attraction. Only in rare or exigent cases, with regard to shut-ins and hospital patients, those traveling or simply
resident in distant parts, in hurricane or blizzard conditions, is the advantage of this use of distant-connection to
the minyan compelling. Indeed, such use is already assumed by this body (Teshuvah, CJLS 1989 by R.
Gordon Tucker). It is only in those extraordinary conditions that we imagine its use.
Wherever possible in such cases, it is clearly desirable to establish a two-way audio-video connection
to the whole minyan, since it is the minyan that enables the communal prayers to be held at all, and this best
approximates being present given our current technology, now and in the foreseeable future. However, since
the individual connected electronically is in the position of one overhearing from outside the room,9 it would be
sufficient for the shaliah tzibbur to have voice contact with the individual who wishes to respond, or, indeed, for
the contact to be exclusively one way.
Kaddish
There remain a few nagging questions. Whereas hearing and responding, even fulfilling one’s obligations thereby, are covered by the precedents, what about the Mourner’s Kaddish, where it is the congregation’s
response to the individual mourner which is the matter of greatest concern? How can an individual who is not
part of the minyan recite the Mourner’s Kaddish as a representative of that minyan? What solace can he
receive at a distance from the group? Yet there is no situation that is likelier to arise than the demand to permit
saying kaddish at a distance, for whatever one feels are the demands of one’s personal ritual obligations, the
filial obligation to honor the deceased is perceptibly stronger. Is this, too, permissible, or must we draw the line
here?
Minimally, it would seem that we could permit an individual to respond to the Mourner’s Kaddish, and
to fulfill his or her own obligation to recite kaddish thereby, though they would remain mute except to respond.
Where there was a two-way voice connection to the whole of the minyan, as in an audio or video conferencecall, our preference, it would be proper for the individual mourner to recite the Mourner’s Kaddish along with
the minyan. Though the distant mourner is not technically part of the minyan, kaddish is generic praise, neither
utilizing God’s name nor constituting a berakhah, thus we are under no constraint to limit its recitation on that
account. However, even in that case, the individual is not part of the minyan, and should not be the sole reciter
to which the minyan responds.10 Rather, some representative of the minyan must recite the Kaddish along with
the individual at a distance. But it seems to me possible to be lenient even with one who hears and is not heard,
allowing recitation of the kaddish by a distant mourner whom the congregation cannot hear as well. Whereas
kaddish is only to be recited in the presence of a minyan, the individual reciting kaddish at home along with a
duly constituted minyan, but unheard by that minyan, is in a materially similar position to one muttering
softly within the minyan among louder recitations. It is necessary to reiterate, however, that comfort finds its
greatest expression in tactile contact and human warmth. By a distant connection to a minyan, where no other
connection is possible, one may fulfill one’s obligations as a mourner to honor the deceased, but the corollary
value of the minyan as a source of comfort cannot be found in a distant connection that does not, at least, have
two-way capability, and will be found best in the proximate contact with a minyan. As Leon Wieseltier wrote
simply in his recent, extended meditation on the personal meaning of saying kaddish, “I am here for them, and
they are here for me.”11

The Issue of Time Zones
It was pointed out to me that distant participation in the minyan might entail the attempt to fulfill an
obligation outside of its proper time, for instance, to hear the reading of the Megillah that is being done in Israel
on Purim night while it is yet the previous afternoon in the location wherein the listener resides, or to fulfill the
requirement of reciting the Shema and its blessings in shaharit while it is yet dark. It is apparent to me that to
fulfill any time-bound obligation this way, the listener would need to do so by connecting to a minyan functioning within the relevant time-frame of the one wishing to fulfill the obligation.12 Another corollary flows from this
concern. There are many who attempt to say kaddish at every opportunity during their months of mourning.
Nor is kaddish limited to specific times. Rather, a mourner says kaddish whenever the opportunity presents
itself. Allowing global access to minyanim at various locations might suggest that a mourner should be perpetually prowling the internet or telephone links for minyanim with which to say kaddish. This is clearly untenable.
It needs only to be noted that even now one could say kaddish more often if one moved from synagogue to
synagogue catching different minyanim (or even within one synagogue if they hold multiple minyanim), or if one
tacked on numerous psalms, saying kaddish after each. Wisely, our sources worried about the tendency to
multiply kaddeshim and regularly advised against it.13 It is sufficient to say kaddish, as far as possible, at the
statutory times of prayer. There is no need to do more, and such practice is to be discouraged.
The Matter of Electronically Transmitted Sound
This new formulation bears with it a new halakhic concern. The voice issued by the prayer leader has
certain finite limits to its natural reach. Is it the case that one may fulfill one’s obligations, even hearing the sound,
when what one hears is a sound reconstituted well beyond its original natural range? Many halakhic authorities
have, indeed, ruled on this question in the negative, prohibiting microphone use in prayer not only on Shabbat
but in general. But others have permitted.14 Certainly we, who have easily accepted the use of fixed microphones on Shabbat, do not dispute the propriety of fulfilling our prayer obligations through conveyed sound. In
the words of R. Tzvi Pesah Frank (my translation): One who uses a microphone or a hearing aid “certainly
fulfills his obligation... for all follows from the impetus of the reader, and any sound is kosher as long as it comes
from an obligated individual.”15 Similarly, whereas it might have been possible to differentiate a microphone
system which is purely analog from various long distance telephone services and the Internet which require the
transfer of the signal from an analog wave signal into digital form, and its reconstitution at the point of reception,
we do not do so, but permit broadcast of prayer services to shut ins and hospital patients, perhaps even to
overflow services, as a matter of course (Teshuvah, CJLS 1989 by Rabbi Gordon Tucker). Thus there can be
no objection to fulfilling obligation at a distance through mechanically conveyed sound serving as one’s connection to the minyan.
Conclusions
1.
A minyan may not be constituted over the Internet, an audio- or video-conference, or any other
medium of long distance communication. Only physical proximity, as defined, that is being in the same room
with the shaliah tzibbur, allows a quorum to be constituted.
2.
Once a quorum has been duly constituted, anyone hearing the prayers being offered in that minyan may
respond and fulfill his or her obligations thereby, even over long distance communications of whatever sort.
(a) Some would refrain from fulfilling the specific requirement to hear the shofar in this way, due to its
specific nature, but others permit. This committee is on record among those who would allow even the hearing
of Shofar in this way.16
3.
This specifically refers to hearing. A real-time audio connection is necessary.17 Two-way connection
to the whole minyan is preferable, though connection to the shaliah tzibbur alone or a one way connection
linking the minyan to the individual are sufficient. E-mail and chat room or other typewritten connections do not
suffice. Video connections are not necessary, and in the absence of audio would not suffice.

4.
A clear hierarchy of preference is discernible here. It is preferable by far to attend a minyan, for the full
social and communal effect of minyan for which it was established is only possible in that way. Less desirable,
but closest to attendance at a minyan proper, is real-time two-way audio-video connection, wherein the individual, though unable to reach the other minyonnaires, is able to converse with them and see and be seen by
them. Only in rare or exigent circumstances should one enact the third, and least desirable, method of fulfilling
one’s obligation to pray with a minyan by attaching oneself to that minyan through a one-way audio vehicle,
essentially overhearing them as one standing outside the synagogue.
5.
With regard to Mourner’s Kaddish, some member of the minyan must recite the kaddish, but a participant at a distant location may recite it along with him or her, as this is not considered a superfluous blessing
(vkyck vfrc). There is no obligation to pursue additional opportunities to recite kaddish, and this should be
discouraged.
6.
To fulfill time-bound obligations, the prayers must be offered during the requisite period in the frame of
reference of the one whose obligation is to be fulfilled.
Notes
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The specific ruling in Shulkhan Arukh O. H. 55.14 appears problematic. The ruling in Mishnah Rosh Hashanah 3.7
that one may fulfill an obligation outside of the synagogue was interpreted to mean that one may hear and fulfill but not
be counted in the minyan. In number 14, R. Karo seems to imply that even such a person could be counted. A review of
Karo’s own analysis in his Beit Yosef commentary to the Tur, beginning ib, shows that uhbp vtrn — “showing one’s face”
is a category wherein the person had stuck his face in the window, whereupon he is considered inside and qualified to be
counted in the minyan, whereas the case discussed in Rosh Hashanah refers to a person passing outside.
Technically, the limitation to three rather than ten applies in the gemara only to sound connection (uk ihtrue).
Perhaps adding video by way of video-conferencing or Internet hook-up could be permitted for constituting a minyan?
The model — two groups within eyesight of one another — argues that at least one, probably both, would need two-way
video capability (ukt ,t ukt ihtur). But see the Beur Halakhah to Mishnah Berurah 195 that some do not allow visual
connection except between two groups, each of which on its own have enough to require zimmun, and some would again
not permit visual connection where it would complete ten to require the use of God’s name. While these are individual
opinions, the trajectory of the halakhah is toward allowing visual connection only where the base rules have been met by
each group, and my philosophical arguments, which follow, do not lend themselves to accepting two-way video as
sufficient to constitute a quorum. See ahead.
Lev. 22.32: ktrah hbc lu,c h,asebu — “that I may be sanctified in the midst of the Israelite people,” is cited as the
source for a minyan on Megillah 23b and Yerushalmi Berakhot 7.3, with the minimum of ten established by the minimum
group of the ten spies (Megillah) or, alternatively, the ten brothers of Joseph who travel to Egypt cited by the Yerushalmi.
Elsewhere, Boaz’s assembly of ten, in the fourth chapter of Ruth (Ketubbot 7b) or the minimum quorum of ten righteous
men in Abraham’s pleadings for Sedom (Bereshit Rabbah 49.13) are cited. More broadly, the verses — Psalms 68.27: ufrc
,ukvenc ohvk-t — “In assemblies bless God,” and Proverbs 14.28: lkn ,rsv og crc — “[In] a numerous people is the
glory of a king” — serve throughout rabbinic literature to make this point.
It is evident that the rabbis knew categories wherein full obligation was not required, e.g. servants and women. They
also knew of situations wherein obligations were reduced due to circumstance, e.g. one living outside of the land of Israel
or an Onen. They nonetheless did not favor releasing anyone unnecessarily.
We have all recently read of a plan to prepare for the rebuilding of the Temple by raising newly born Kohanim in
isolation from most human contact that would, presumably, defile them, so that they might be able to prepare the ashes of
the red heifer with which the rest of us might become pure. Even those forwarding this radical plan understand that there
must, at least, be a reasonable community of kohanim in said “camp” or else the isolation would be unbearable.
See Avraham S. Avraham, Nishmat Avraham, Vol IV, p. 55 — “There is no Biblical prohibition of writing when one
types and letters and words appear on a computer screen, for the letters appear on the screen by firing electrons on a
luminous substance which is painted on the inside of the screen which lights up in the form of letters, and R. S. Z.
Auerbach wrote me that such firing of electrons is not considered writing by the Torah.” Since this does not constitute
writing, its erasure cannot constitute erasure (see Ovadiah Yosef, Yehaveh Da’at, Vol. IV, #50). This leniency clearly
applies to the screen. It is less clear that it would apply with regard to material saved to disk, which requires further
elaboration.
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I am not certain that this constitutes a valid halakhic argument, but, would it then become possible to “tanz afen
tzvei hassenes” (to dance at two simultaneous weddings)?
8
This raises the matter of the use of electronic appliances on Shabbat. Clearly, use of a computer will require not only
turning it on, but manipulating it and dialing into the phone line. All those issues may be resolved with careful consideration of the laws concerning the use of electricity on Shabbat and need not detain us here.
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